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Description of the topic:

Online social media platforms try to limit the virality of disinformation spread for example
through content moderation. While these measures show some kind of effectiveness in
limiting the diffusion of misleading or fake information, one big issue still remains unsolved:
identifying disinformation and reporting its status to the users is not enough to counter it [2].
The goal of the PhD program is to address that urgent need by designing intelligent (semi)automated ways to generate counter-arguments to fight the spread of disinformation online
[1]. The idea is to avoid the undesired effects that come with content moderation, such as
overblocking, when dealing with disinformation online, and to directly intervene in the
discussion (e.g., Twitter threads) with textual arguments that are meant to counter the fake

content as soon as possible, and prevent it from further spreading. The idea is to obtain high
quality counter-arguments while reducing efforts and supporting human fact-checkers in their
everyday activities.
The main objectives of the PhD program therefore are:
1. Definition of a general model of counter-argument production in real life. The use case will
be Covid-19 data for which verified sources of information exist as well as fact-bounded
arguments.
2. Dataset creation, by testing several hybrid strategies to collect counter-arguments against
disinformation, i.e., nichesourcing (collecting counter-arguments in a controlled setting,
where these arguments are written by fact-checkers, i.e., experts in counter-arguments
production), crowd-sourcing (writing possible responses to a set of annotated messages
containing fake information), and synthetic counter-argument generation obtained by finetuning deep neural architectures.
3. Generation of natural language counter-arguments, starting incrementally from the
generation of claims countering the hate content towards the generation of full
argumentative structures composed by evidence and the supported claim.
4. Evaluation of the quality of the generated counter-arguments with respect to the lexical
and semantic diversity, but also with respect to other quality dimensions like cogency,
effectiveness, reasonableness dimensions.
5. Definition of a task-oriented dialogue system which provides the generated counterarguments about a piece of disinformation and engage with the user in critical interactive
dialogues.
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Skills and profile:
• Master degree in Data Science, Computer Science or Computational Linguistics is required.
• Programming skills are required.
• Knowledge of Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning is preferred.
• Fluent English required, both oral and written. French is appreciated but not mandatory.

